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From editor’s pen
Dear Readers,
As we embark on the final journey for the year 2020, it gives us immense pride and joy that this was a year
when we could bring out a magazine with meaningful content, varying articles and information on the logistics as well as the career experiences of the civil servants in IRTS.
Our current issue is an exclusive edition which talks about the multitude of career opportunities for our
readers, window and scope of higher studies and the research work done by our officers in the logistics and
transportation domain. With an aim to disseminate information and garner more experiences, various officers have shared their particulars and guidance with our readers.
The issue has articles from our veteran officers as always, giving a glimpse of the Indian Railways and its
journey through various times as well as anecdotes about the railway working. Articles about rail travels as
well as journey of the officers are a warm and hearty read after a long day’s work.
We wish that another issue of IRTS Connect will bring forth more young and experienced officers to share
their knowledge and experiences with the readers and give this magazine a spirit as true as its nomenclature.
We extend heartiest gratitude to the officers who despite their working timings and other responsibilities,
did full justice to bring out this issue. The enthusiasm and hard work toiled by our young brigade is commendable.
We thank all contributors and motivators and welcome interesting and quality articles for the upcoming
issue.

Sincerely yours,
Team IRTS Connect
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For the Love oF Letters
By Shri Abhay Sharma, IRTS 2011

W

e all have slogged hard to get into the
prestigious civil services. We were able to
do it because somehow, we all have loved
to study at some point or the other in our lives.
Now that we are here, we strive to give our best. To
do that, Government of India provides ample opportunity to hone one’s practical skills as part of onthe-job training. However, academic inputs are
equally important after a point of time, to be ready
for the next phase of one’s professional life. This is
why the government has made provision for “study
leave” to its officers after a service of five years.
Many officers across services proceed on study
leave every year, and IRTS fraternity is especially
blessed to have seasoned senior officers who’ve enhanced their knowledge and profile by taking up
courses at the best of the universities across the
globe.
However, the younger lot is yearning for a consolidated information nugget on the matter of “higher
studies” and this article is an attempt to initiate
those ambitious youngsters towards exploring options before them and taking an informed decision.
I will try to cover the topics of (a) study leave rules,
(b) options for higher studies and university rankings, (c) scholarships – government and otherwise
(d) Admission Requirements and (e) Leveraging
the network of officers.

Study Leave Rules
Central Civil Service (Leave) Rules, Chapter 4,
Rules 50-63 lay down the modalities for officers to
avail study leave for Central Civil Services. Corresponding rules for Railway civil services (including
IRTS) are given in Indian Railways Establishment
Code Volume 1, Chapter 5, Rule 556. Rule 556 reads
thus:
556. Study Leave.Study leave may be granted in accordance
with the rules prescribed in Appendix V to

railway servants to enable them to study
scientific, technical or similar problems or
to undergo special courses of instruction.
Such leave is not debited against the leave
account.
Counting of study leave for promotion,
pension, seniority, leave and increments. 1. Study leave shall count as service for promotion, pension and seniority. It shall also
count as service for increments as provided
in Rules.
2. The period spent on study leave shall not
count for earning leave other than half-pay
leave under the Liberalised Leave Rules.
Therefore, it is clear that government wants officers
to undertake higher studies without worrying about
adverse impact on their promotional prospects.
Detailed guidelines for study leave are enshrined in
the Appendix V to the Code. In simple language,
following rules apply to study leave:
Basic Eligibility:
It can be granted to officers who have completed 5
years of service including successful completion of
probation; and those who are not due to superannuate within 3 years from the date of return from
study leave.
The reason for above upper age limit is that the officer availing study leave has to serve government
for at least 3 years upon return from the study leave
(a bond is to be furnished to this effect)
Kinds of Courses for Which Study Leave can
be Availed:
“in or out of India a special course of study consisting of higher studies or a technical subject having a
direct and close connection with the sphere of his
duty.” Such a course can be of regular academic or
semi-academic nature, or may just be a study tour
without any award of degree at the end. Hubert
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Humphry fellows and some MEXT fellows undertake exactly such a course (more on that later).
Study leave can also be availed “for the studies
which may not be closely or directly connected with
the work of a railway servant, but which are capable
of widening his mind in a manner likely to improve
his abilities as a civil servant and to equip him better to collaborate with those employed in other
branches of the public service.” Also, “for the purposes of studies connected with the framework or
background of public administration”. Therefore,
the scope of courses which can be undertaken for
study leave is extremely wide, which expected since
the scope of areas in which we work during our careers in the civil services is also extremely wide
(provided we avail opportunities for wider experience). The courses can be non-degree, Masters,
MBA, PhD, etc. They many not just be related to
present assignment but useful in future assignments as well. The only fields that are barred in our
study leave rules are “academic or literary”. It is up
to the leave sanctioning authority to decide whether
the course of study is beneficial to Railway/government, public, and the officer.
Duration of Study Leave
The maximum duration of study leave that can be
availed by railway officers is 12 months at any one
time, and total 24 months during their entire career. Therefore, at a time, leave is granted only for a
maximum of 12 months. If a course of study is more
than that, the study leave is to be renewed after 12
months for the remainder of the study period
(which again can be maximum 12 months). If the
course of study is more than 24 months, which
most PhD programs are, one is allowed to combine
LAP/HLAP/LWP with study leave. Again, a cap of
28 months is applied on total leave availed for
study (including study leave). For PhD courses, the
limit is 36 months.
Salary during Study Leave
The salary during study leave for a course is generally same as that drawn just before proceeding
on study leaves and includes only two types of allowances: DA and HRA.
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Cost of Attendance
Railway servant has to arrange for her own funds
for higher studies (unless she avails government
funding explained later). This is also required for
getting visa for travel abroad for study. In exceptional cases, the President may sanction grant of
fees paid for the study. It’s for you to decide and
justify whether you are an exceptional case.
A sane advice: apply early for study leave. Look out
for the key person in the Railway Board and pester
your seniors for help.
Options for Higher Studies
Top universities across the world provide excellent
opportunities to officers for study. The prominent
hubs of study for government servants are India,
USA, UK, Europe, Japan and Singapore. In India,
Government of India ties up with institutions like
IIM Bangalore, ISB Mohali, MDI Gurgaon, IIPA
New Delhi and TERI, New Delhi to provide masters
level degree programs in Public Administration or
Policy. These courses, being government sponsored, are treated as “on duty” and one need not
avail study leave for these courses. However, the
bond period is longer for such courses and there
might be restrictions in availing other government
schemes (PFFT/DFFT, more on these later) in future.
Apart from these, IIMs, IITs, ISB, IISc, National
Defense College, New Delhi, etc. are very good options etc. depending on your interest and paying
capacity.
Outside India: Following is a suggestive list of universities/institutions which are highly ranked
Asia: National university of Singapore, INSEAD
Singapore and GRIPS Japan. More universities are
covered under MEXT Scholarship (later)
Europe: Sciences Po France, Hertie School Germany, INSEAD France, IE School Spain, IMD Germany.
UK: The usual suspects: Oxford, Cambridge, London School of Economics, King’s College London,
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University College London, London Business
School, to name a few.
USA: USA is perhaps the fountainhead of advanced
knowledge on any topic, be is science, business or
administration. Other countries have very quickly
closed the gap in 21st century, but it still remains
the place of choice for people with aspirations of
higher studies. The marketing strategy, aura of Ivy
League universities and opportunities post-study is
a major reason for this. Another reason is that US
universities are well-funded and therefore able to
support students in need.
The list begins with Harvard, MIT, Stanford, Princeton, Yale, Columbia, Cornell, University of Chicago, Carnegie Mellon, Johns Hopkins, University of
California Berkeley, University of Pennsylvania,
University of Michigan, Georgia Tech, New York
University, followed by others. These universities
top all major rankings in most fields of study, including business and public administration/policy.
The major rankings that can be looked at for getting
a feel of the ecosystem are:
QS Rankings, Times Higher Education (THE)
Rankings, and US News rankings for Public Administration/Policy
Financial Times Rankings for MBA rankings.
However, take these rankings with a pinch of salt as
they often throw up surprises and by relying solely
on these, you may land up in a not-so desirable
university. Always consult with friends or senior
officers who have been through the process.
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their own ventures after graduation. The proportion of the former is much higher because of the
exorbitant cost of MBA programs. MBA programs
are also much more selective in their admissions
and thus corporate use the programs as filter mechanism to shortlist the best. If you are young, are
ready to spend hefty money and don’t intend to
come back to government, go for it.
Public Administration/Policy courses are meant to
churn out leaders in public services, foreign services and non-profit space. Foreign universities have
excellent list of courses to choose from. You can
learn many skills taught in MBA by crossregistering with the business school of the university.
For officers with any or combination of (a) higher
age, (b) tight purse strings, and (c) intention to
come back to government, study of public administration makes more sense as it is generally cheaper
than MBA courses and funding is more forthcoming. If you are getting a full ride in MBA, go for it by
any means but then it is rare to get heavy discount
in MBA programs. Moreover, third party sponsorships (World Bank, Chevening and Fulbright) are
not available for MBA (except Chevening with a
ceiling and ADB scholarship). However, do note
that Partial Funding program of DOPT allows for
pursuing MBA course also, but the funding is limited to $55k.
This is only an illustration; evaluation parameters
will change if you have very specific interests/expertise and want to pursue studies on those
fields.

Which Program to Choose?

What Kind of Skills Should I Acquire?

The most important factor in answering this question, in my view, is to find out what you want to do
after the study. Do you want to come back to government? Do you want to pursue a doctoral program? Do you want to explore “greener pastures”?
I’ll try to answer the question in the context of
choosing between MBA and Public Administration/Policy.

There is no one-size-fits all formula; each one of us
have their own preferences and path to success in
career. If you are still undecided on your area of
study, it would be good to keep in mind that future
belongs to frontier technologies (AI, IOT, blockchain, data science, etc.). It would also be good to
acquire training in project management, corporate
finance, cost-benefit analysis, decision models, etc.,
as we are often required to drive projects from a
broader perspective. These are skills which can be

MBA is a more market-oriented course. Most students of MBA join the corporate world or set up
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acquired along with your core area of interest, like
economics, public health, logistics, operations research, energy and environment, national security,
etc.
This is Fine, Just Shoot the Damn List
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I researched many courses during the process of
application. I am presenting below a tentative list of
MBA and MPA/MPP courses (nomenclature for
public administration/policy courses can be different for different institutions):

MBA courses:
Stanford Graduate School of Business
Harvard Business School
University of Pennsylvania: Wharton
University of Chicago: Booth
MIT: Sloan
Columbia Business School
University of California at Berkeley: Haas
Yale School of Management
Northwestern University: Kellogg

USA

Dartmouth College: Tuck
Duke University: Fuqua
University of Virginia: Darden
UCLA: Anderson
Cornell University: Johnson
University of Michigan: Ross
Carnegie Mellon: Tepper
London Business School
University of Oxford: Saïd
IMD Business School
National University of Singapore Business School

UK
Switzerland
Singapore

Indian School of Business
Indian Institute of Management Bangalore

India

Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad
INSEAD
HEC Paris

MPA/MPP/Tech Policy/Logistics Courses:

France /
Singapore
France
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University

Couse Name

Oxford, UK

Master of Public Policy

LSE

Master of Public Policy
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Country

M.Sc Public Policy and Administration
Master of Public Administration
Kings College London

MA Public Policy

University College London

MPA in Public Administration
and Management

UK

M.Sc Public Policy
M.Sc International Public Policy
Executive MPA (with NYU
Wagner)
Cambridge M. Phill

Public Policy M. Phil
M. Phil Technology Policy
Master in Public Policy

Lee Kuan Yew School of
Public Policy, National
University of Singapore

Master in Public Administration

Harris School, University of
Chicago

Master of Public Policy

Cornell University

Master of Public Administration

Goldman, UC Berkeley

Master of Public Policy

Singapore

Master’s in Public Affairs
(MPA)
Princeton University, SPIA

Master in Public Policy
Master in Public Administration

Columbia University SIPA

MPA
MIA (International Affairs)
MPA-DP (Development Practice)
MPA-EPM (Economic Policy)

USA
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MPA-ESP (Env Science and
Policy)
Heinz College, Carnegie
Mellon University

MSPPM
MSPPM: DATA ANALYTICS
MSPPM: WASHINGTON, D.C
MSPPM: FAST TRACK
(THREE-SEMESTER)

Maxwell, Syracuse
versity

Uni-

Harvard Kennedy School,
Harvard University

MPA

MC/MPA
MPA
MPP
MPA/ID (International Development)

MIT

Technology and Policy Program
Masters in Supply Chain
Management

University of Washington
Evans School

Executive Master of Public
Administration (EMPA)

NYU Wagner

Master's & Executive Master’s(MPA, MUP, MSPP, EMPA)

NYU CUSP (Centre for
urban science and planning)

Masters of Science in
Public Policy

University of Pennsylvania,
Fels Institute

MPA

John Hopkins SAIS

MIPP

Duke University

MPP
M. International Dev. Pol

UT Austin

Masters of Public Affairs
Exec. Masters in Public Leadership
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Master of Global Policy Studies
(MGPS)
University of Michigan
Maters in public affairs
Ford School of Public Policy (MPA)
MPP
Northwestern University

Master's in Public Policy and
Administration

Tufts University, Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy

Master of Arts in Law and
Diplomacy

ETH Zurich

MSc Sciencec Technology and
Policy

Delft

MSc Engineering and Policy
Analysis
MSc Transport, Infrastructure
and Logistics

Ecole Polytechnique

Smart Cities and Urban Policy

IE school

International Development

Sciences Po Paris

MPP, MIPM

Hertie School Berlin

MPP

Both MPA/MPP and MBA are general courses and
you may want to go beyond the list based on your
specific interests/expertise.
I Mean “Shortlist”
It can’t get shorter than this; all the institutions and
courses mentioned above are top-notch. Still, if you
want to do a quant-heavy course then MPA/ID at
Harvard is the top choice. Along with that, MPP at
University of Chicago Harris School and MPA at
Columbia University SIPA are good options as well,
with more flexibility to decide on intensity. In terms
of exclusivity, Princeton University’s SPIA is a pretty small school. Harvard, Columbia and Princeton
are the oldest (and hence most well-established)
public policy schools in the USA. Goldman School
at University of California Berkeley is known as the
Ivy of Public Universities in US and its tuition is
comparatively less. MIT doesn’t offer a plain vanilla
MPA program but it’s MIT and any program is

EUROPE

good, especially its program in Supply Chain Management. Johns Hopkins SAIS’s USP is its location
in Washington DC. In terms of Asian focus, Lee
Kuan Yew School at NUS is hogging the limelight
these days, also because of its generous funding.
Most top schools offer dual degrees with their MBA
programs and also with other schools across the
globe. So, it is possible to spend your first year in
USA and the second in Singapore.
Money Matters (aka Funding Opportunities)
This is one of the most important factors in deciding which school to attend. Almost all top institutions offer similar quality and often the decision
boils down to which one you can afford. Indian institutions are government sponsored and hence totally free of cost for officers.
Among international schools, Lee Kuan Yew School
at National University of Singapore is the most ge-
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nerous of them all. Many officers in the past have
attended it free of cost. Indian Revenue Services
even have a tie-up with the institution so that they
are treated “on-duty” while pursuing their 1-year
course.
UK universities generally don’t offer much funding.
US universities, being much bigger and wellendowed, are able to offer slightly more funding.
Princeton’s SPIA is fully funded. This is also the
reason it keeps its cohort size small. At other universities, it is rare to have full funding and that
makes the choice difficult for officers who know
their future income (government pay matrix).
That’s where Government sponsorship and thirdparty funding come into play.
DFFT-Departmental Funding of Foreign
Training
DoPT launched this scheme some time back to enable officers to train at top ranked universities
abroad. It is a very generous scholarship program.
Basic eligibility for DFFT for central government
officers is
1.
9 years of service AND
2.
Presently on deputation under Central Staffing Scheme with 2 years completed
It offers both long-term programs (6 months-1
year) and short-term programs (less than 6
months). The entire period of study is treated as
“on duty”. Therefore, courses of more than 2 years
are not covered under this scheme. There are two
modes of availing the scheme. In the first, nominations are made directly by DoPT. In the second,
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officers take admission directly and then apply for
government funding under this scheme. For the
first, DoPT maintains a list of courses as Annexure
“A” and for the second, it advises applying to top 20
universities under the QS and THE World University Rankings, labeled Annexure “B”. The circular
mentions 18 fields of study for which the funding
can be availed. It’s pretty exhaustive.
The scheme covers all expenses due to the university and also provides allowance for living expenses
and travel, insurance, visa etc. of the officer. Needless to say, the pool of competition is extremely
large and officers find it difficult to secure a spot.
PFFT-Partial Funding of Foreign Training
It is the little sister of the above scheme. As the
name suggests, it offers partial funding and the balance has to be met by the officer. However, it makes
up for it by relaxing the eligibility conditions and
range of universities/courses to which you can apply. You only require 9 years of service and the deputation requirement is waived. Further, you can
apply to courses longer than 1 one year, including
MBA and PhD. “The foreign study program should
be in an area that is directly related to his/her work
assignment in the government. This, however,
needn’t be linked only to his/her present assignment but also be linked to possible future assignments.” Further, you can apply to top 100 universities in the QS or THE Higher Education Rankings.
The quantum of financial support is listed below:
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The first year of study is treated as “on duty” and
for the rest; the officer has to take leave.
The above two schemes are of DoPT. However, recently DoPT issued circular proposing individual
ministries/departments to fund the studies of their
officers under these schemes. It was shortly followed by other circular asking ministries/departments to put the proposal on hold as
the entire training framework of government employees is undergoing a massive overhaul. Circulars
for next round of these schemes are not out yet.
It is expected that government will move to online
training (MOOCs) for its officers and the same was
indicated in the announcement of iGOT and Mission Karmyogi.
MEXT Scholarship
This is a scholarship offered to Indians by Government of Japan. Ministry of Railways has tie-up with
Japan for sending its officers to Japan for higher
studies. The age limit for this scholarship is 35
years and the number of years of service is relaxed
from 5 years to 2 years by Railway Board. Previously only engineering service officers could apply for
the scholarship but beginning this year, IRTS is also
eligible. Sh. Sourav Dey, IRTS, will be the first civil
service officer from railways to receive this scholarship.
Joint Japan/World Bank Graduate Scholarship Program
This scheme is open to nationals of developing
countries and you have to secure admission before
applying to the scheme. Other eligibility conditions
are quite generic. The applications open in
March/April every year. This year the World Bank
drastically shortened its list of programs that it
funds through the scheme and almost all top rung
programs were missing from the latest list. This
took a lot of applicants by surprise. The scholarship
covered any funding gap that you may have, including living costs, travel and insurance costs.
Nehru-Fulbright Masters Fellowship
This is a scholarship program which originated as a
result of an agreement between USA and India. It
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provides funding for Masters level program upto
two years in the USA to candidates who have not
been previously to the USA for studies. It offers
funding in fields of study as wide as arts, economics, environment, international legal studies, public
administration, public health, urban planning, etc.
Deadline is generally in May each year. It should be
kept in mind that Fulbright funding is capped at
$80k and the rest is to be arranged by the officer.
Hubert Humphry Fellowship
It is offered in the USA for a non-degree course of
up to one year by the same organization that offers
the Nehru-Fulbright Fellowship. Unlike the Masters program, this is fully funded perhaps because it
doesn’t involve as much expenditure as the masters
program.
Chevening India Scholarship
It is offered by DFID department of UK government
for study in a program of up to one year. It is fully
funded except for the MBA courses in which case
there is a ceiling of £18K which Chevening will provide. The eligibility conditions are very liberal.
ADB Japan Scholarships
These are offered by the Asian Development Bank
in collaboration with Government of Japan, for
courses up to 2 years long. Unlike the scholarships
above, this scholarship has an upper age limit of 35
years. It covers very good institutions in the AsiaPacific region.
Apart from the above, there are scholarships like
Commonwealth, Obama Fellows, etc. which have
stricter age limits. Then there are Indian scholarships which offer limited amount of funding viz Tata, KC Mahindra, etc.
All the above non-government fellowships/scholarships require 2-3 years of experience.
Application Requirements
MBA courses require you to write either of GMAT
or GRE. Since MBA is more selective, cut-off for
GMAT is upwards of 700 (out of 800) for most
good colleges and it is above 730 for the top league
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ie Harvard, Stanford etc. You are also required to
write two-three essays explaining your career goals
and reason for pursuing MBA. Then there are recommendations. Most colleges ask for two recommendations from persons who have supervised you
at workplace. The final leg of the MBA admission
process is the interview.
For Public administration/policy courses, mostly
GRE is required. It is waived off for mid-career
programs. You are also required to write statements
of purpose and/or policy memo, as also two-three
recommendations from your supervisors or professors. Courses like MPA/ID at Harvard Kennedy and
MPA at Columbia SIPA require you to submit a
quantitative resume detailing your proficiency with
mathematical concepts. Interview is not mandatory
for all institutions.
Each of the components of your application is very
important. The admissions committees look at your
essays and recommendations very carefully. Any
casual approach or failure to sound your recommender may cost you admission. Likewise, GRE
score (wherever required) is important for securing
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decent funding. For GRE, 2-3 months preparation
should be more than sufficient. For essays, you
need to build a credible story around your career
path so far, your goals in the future and how the
degree would help you reach there. Multiple iterations are required to arrive at a good essay/SOP.
For recommendation, I suggest you get in touch
early with your superiors.
Been There, Done That
Whatever you decide to do, rest assured there will
be someone who has already done it. Find that person to make your journey easier. Within the government, civil service officers from all services go
for higher studies. Within IRTS and IRPS and
IRAS, I am mentioning some of the senior officers
who have come back after education from excellent
universities and are now utilizing their knowledge
to the benefit of railways and beyond. The list cannot be exhaustive and there might be some mistakes, but all the officers that I contacted were extremely generous in helping out with doubts and
guiding all through. I apologize for missing any
names.

Dr. Ashwani Kumar Upadhyay

MPP, IIM Bangalore, MIT-Singapore Alliance (SMART) PhD

Sh. Anwar Husain Shaik

MC/MPA, Harvard Kennedy School

Dr.R. Gopalakrishnan

MIT-Singapore Alliance (SMART) PhD

Sh. Sajeesh Kumar

LKYSPP (NUS) MPM

Sh. J.S. Bindra

MPA, Goldman School, UC Berkeley

Sh. Vineet Abhishek

Hubert Humphry Fellow, MIT USA

Sh. Kushagra Mittal

MPP, IIM Bangalore

Sh. Jayant Singh

LSE, UK; NDC, New Delhi

Sh. Kamlesh Mishra

MPP, IIM Bangalore

Smt. Smita Rawat

Masters, Cornell University

Dr. R. Badri Narayan

PhD, Penn State University

Sh. Rituraj Mishra

MPA, LKYSPP (NUS)

Sh. Atul Mishra

MPP, IIM Bangalore
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Ms. Maitrayee Charan

Masters, LSE, UK

Sh. Harjot Singh Sandhu

MBA, Indian School of Business

Sh. Davinder Sandhu

Visiting Fellow, CASI, UPenn

The list is limited to railway civil servants and I
would suggest you take help of officers from other
services too, which I too did.
This year we have Sh. Gaurav Gaur, who is joining
University of Texas, Austin for Master of Global
Policy Studies; Ms. Ajita Agarwala, joining Princeton University’s School of Public and International
Affairs (MPA); Sh. Avinash Shandilya, a Chevening
Scholar joining London School of Economics. Ms.
Petal Dhillon also got through the Mid-career Master of Public Administration at Harvard Kennedy
School. Sh. Neelanshu Shekhar, IRAS has joined
ISB Hyderabad for MBA program.

There is no dearth of institutional know-how about
higher studies. Each of the senior officers is just a
call away and ever-ready to help us out. I was fortunate to have got in touch with some of these officers early on and it helped me not just in application, but also in terms of making up my mind. The
same resources are available to you as well in your
search for the right course. Best of Luck!
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WhAt theY don't teACh YoU At the Best pr sChooL
(AneCdote ~1)
By Shri Koushik Mukhopadhyaya, IRTS 1981

SR PRO GETS HOSPITALISED

I

t was the 1st of July 2000, 16.30 hrs. In extreme
anxiety, I was racing up the stairs of B R Singh
Hospital, Sealdah to reach the second floor
where my Senior PRO Mr Samir Goswami was
being treated for the serious injuries inflicted upon
him, when the police had lathi-charged on the photographers gathered on the platform of Sealdah
North station that fateful day. I was accompanied
by PR Inspectors and the veteran photographer
Shri Ashok Das, President of the West Bengal Photographers Association. I saw Mr Goswami lying on
a hospital bed with eyes closed. Some parts of his
body and his head were bandaged. I could feel the
pain on his face. A nurse and the Medical Director
Dr Ashok Sen were standing by his bedside. I eagerly enquired about Mr Goswami's condition. The
doctor indicated that the injuries were a quite serious. Mr Ashok Das held Mr Goswami's hand and
prayed for his speedy recovery.
Mr Goswami had been a highly skilled PRO, twice
the Chairperson of the Public Relations Society of
India and was very popular in the press circle; a
sincere and hard working officer. ‘Why had such a
misfortune befallen on him in the course of discharge of government duties?’ I bemoaned!
THE BACKDROP
The Inauguration Ceremony for flagging off of the
Sealdah Rajdhani was organized on Platform no 8
(known as VIP platform). Those faimilar with the
area would know that all the flagging off events in
Sealdah station were normally held there as it was
possible to easily construct the dais for the VIPs.
After the speeches etc, the VIPs came down from
the dais and the location from where the VIPs
would flag off was about 15 feet away from the dais.
Actually, the inauguration ceremony for flagging
off Sealdah Rajdhani was to be a bigger publicity

exercise for us. Firstly, the introduction of Sealdah
Rajdhani was a long pending demand in Kolkata.
Secondly, there was an impression in West Bengal
that since the state was not well represented at the
Centre and the CPI (M)'s narrative was that the
state had been suffering from a deliberate neglect
by the Central Government. In this backdrop, as the
then Railway Minister, Ms Mamata
perhaps
wanted to demonstrate her commitment via-a-vis
the development of Railways, to the people of the
state since the tenure of the ex-Railway Minister
Late ABA Ghani Khan Chowdhury, she would be
the one to fulfill all their expectations. She was eyeing to become the CM. Therefore, publicity of all
the events in which she was to take part, took the
centre stage. Any failure in ensuring the proper arrangements would invite consequences - was the
hint given by her PS, Late Mr Goutam Basu, stationed at her Kolkata (Kalighat) residence.
In this particular ceremony, the MR was to share
dais with a very prominent CPM leader and the
Transport Minister of the West Bengal Government, Late Mr Subhas Chakrabarty. The political
hostility of Ms Banerjee and the Left was intense at
that time. We were sandwiched between the two.
Naturally, it was a very palatable subject for the
Kolkata Press.
LATHI CHARGE ON PHOTOGRAPHERS
After the speeches, Ms Banerjee and Mr Subhas
Chakrabarty climbed down from the dais and
reached about 15 ft. away at another raised platform just in front of the SLR and the Guard's brake
van of the new Rajdhani rake on platform no 8.
This raised narrow platform was provided on the
request of the press photographers so that they
could get a good view of the two big leaders belonging to rival camps – each considered the other a
pariah in public, but coming together for a good
cause - in full public view. This was to them an historic moment. The two leaders, flags in hand
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climbed up the narrow raised platform. At that very
moment, the jostling of about 30-40 photographers
to take the best place for the best view began. Everyone was trying to take the vantage position. The
police, RPF, PR Inspectors, and also the divisional
Inspectors were appealing for discipline. But it was
mayhem. There was a possibility of a stampede and
that of the VIPs falling down from that narrow
raised platform.
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THE BOYCOTT CALL LIFTED
So, at the hospital I was standing at the bedside of
Mr Goswami with a grim face. Mr Ashok Das held
Mr Goswami's hands and said, "Goswami-da, we
are so sorry that due to our indiscipline, the police
lathi charge took place. First we thought this was
targeted at us. Later we found out that some railway staff as well as you got such serious injuries.
We realize that the police lathi charge was not
meant only for us. I promise to you that after going
back, we will withdraw our boycott call. It was a
mistake."

IG/RPF Mr Rachpal Singh IPS and SRP/Sealdah
ordered their men to open lathi charge to disperse
the crowd. Many photographers were injured and
fell into the ground, their expensive cameras broken. I heard Mr Ashok Das, President, Photographers Association
Goswami-da, we are so
shouting to his fellowmen to boycott the ceremony in protest
sorry that due to our indisagainst such "brutal" attacks on
cipline, the police lathi
them by the police and the RPF.
But where was Mr Samir Goswacharge took place. First we
mi Sr PRO?

I requested him to rush back and
lift the boycott call as soon as
possible. As soon as he left, Mr
Goswami opened his eyes with a
wicked smile, blinked at me meaningfully and thanked Dr Sen. I
was highly surprised! The Medical
Director then ordered the nurse
to remove the bandages. Mr Gosthought this was tarWe suddenly discovered that Mr
wami stood up and said to me
Goswami was lying on the plat"Sorry Sir, when Ashok Das gave
geted at us. Later we found
form floor, unconscious, possibly
the boycott call, I had to fake my
out that some railway staff
due to a lathi charge injury! I iminjuries and get myself admitted
mediately asked my inspectors to
to the hospital in order to emoas
well
as
you
got
such
setake him to BR Singh Hospital
tionally blackmail the Photoadjacent to the station. It was a
graphers Association. My tactics
rious injuries.
terrifying situation for me. If the
have been fruitful. Hopefully, topress boycotts the ceremony,
morrow there will be full scale
there would be no publicity in the TV and the
publicity of the event. How can I allow the CPRO to
newspapers. I would be doomed in my assignment
be transferred so early?"
as CPRO! As a last resort, I tried to reason with Mr
The next day, the news story of the event was covAshok Das and requested him to reconsider their
ered in all media. It was so well covered that the PS
decision to boycott. When I informed him of Mr.
to MR conveyed to me telephonically that the MR
Goswami’s state and of him being treated at the
was very pleased with it!
Hospital, his demeanor instantaneously changed.
He requested me to take him to the hospital to see
the condition of Mr Goswami.
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KALKA- simLA, An exotiC rAiL JoUrneY
By Shri Ravi Valluri, IRTS 1987
“I listened, motionless and still,
And as I mounted up the hill,
The music in my heart I heard,
Long after it was heard no more.”

C

aptivating lines by the iconic poet
William Wordsworth and a fitting description of the wondrous train journey from Kalka to Simla!

Indian Railways proudly proclaims that it transports ‘an Australia’ everyday on its wheel: no mean
feat! However these days airlines and roadways
have built robust infrastructures and provide product, price, place and promotion (the 4 Ps of marketing), luring travellers away from the sedate pace of
rail travel.
Nevertheless, the narrative to unearth landscapes
as a train motors through the serpentine bends on
some steep, fascinating and enthralling routes in
our vast country remains the domain and bulwark
of the Indian Railways. A backpacker uncovers diverse landscapes while undertaking a rail journey.
Steep Mountain slopes, narrow valleys, dense jungles and wide seas are just some of the jewels waiting to be discovered as many a traveller chug along
the rail routes.
The Gen X or Y perhaps are perhaps unaware of the
two momentous events which transpired at Simla.
Aeons ago in the summer of 1945, it was at Simla
that Lord Wavell, the Viceroy of India discussed the
Cabinet Mission plan with various stake holders
who were at the forefront of India’s struggle. Exactly 27 years later, Prime Minister of India Mrs Indira
Gandhi and President of Pakistan Mr Zulfikar Ali
Bhutto inked the Simla pact on 2 July 1972, paving
the way to end hostilities between the two warring
and sparring nations. India had earlier vanquished

Pakistan in the December 1971 war that resulted in
the creation of the new nation state of Bangladesh.
This Queen of Hills served as the Summer Capital
when Indians were the subjects of the British monarchy and was the seat of the estimable Railway
Board. Today it houses the academy for the probationers of the Indian Audit and Accounts Service.
A vacationer who cherishes a journey through picturesque valleys, up steep pathways and through
foggy meadows, would certainly not be disappointed as he or she travels in the narrow gauge
train on the Shivaliks from Kalka to Simla. This
stretch from Kalka to Simla along with the little toy
train, a legacy bequeathed by the British, has been
declared a World Heritage Site by the UNESCO.
The train journey from Kalka to India’s erstwhile
summer capital Simla at the crack of dawn is quintessential rail-travel on the hills of India. The
erstwhile quaint town is today a hustling and bustling tourist spot, located in the north-western
ranges of the Himalayas at an altitude of 2,213m.
The toy train weaves its journey from Kalka, a town
in its neighbouring state, Haryana and terminates
at the enchanting Simla.
The Kalka – Simla rail line is a narrow gauge railway which traverses a distance of 96km. This 96km long railway track was constructed over 889
short to long bridges and passes through 102 tunnels in the foothills of the Himalayas; the longest
tunnel is located at Barog.
A Twist in the Tale – Barog Tunnel
On this enchanting trip the famished tourists break
journey to savour delicious parathas and fried eggs,
cutlets and piping hot tea or coffee in a restaurant
at Barog. There is mystique and majesty attached to
the place. Cool breeze wafts in and one can hear the
sounds of chirping birds and a rivulet as the Sun
plays hide and seek.
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The Barog Tunnel passes through the fissured
sandstone and has a tragic tale associated with
from during its construction. Colonel Barog, who
was supervising the construction of Tunnel No. 33
committed the cardinal mistake of boring the tunnel from both (opposite) ends of the mountain, a
strategy adopted to expedite construction.

duringly enchanting at a slow pace as the train ascends the slope rhythmically through stations such
as Dharampur, Solan, Kandaghat, Tara Devi, Barog,
Salogra, Totu, and Summerhill to reach the summer capital. The journey, which snakes its way
through imposing mountains, leaves an indelible
impression on the mind of the pilgrim.

The crew was
divided into two
halves, and
Celebrated among them are each started the
the Summer Hills, the Indian digging and
Institute of Advanced Stu- blasting work
for the tunnel
dies, Annandale, Jakhoo Hill from opposite
and Temple, Tara Devi end. According
Temple, Chail (the Palace of to Col Barog’s
Maharaja of Patiala), Gaie- calculations
both the halves
ty Theatre and the Viceregal would intersect
Lodge
at the centre.
He thereby en● ● ●
visioned a single tunnel in the amphitheatre of his mind. The
workers kept on boring from either end, but did not
meet even after crossing the centre of the mountain. After some time, the workers became restless
and questioned the decisions taken by Colonel Barog. The Colonel too realized that on account of his
miscalculations, the alignment of the tunnels had
gone awry and the two ends of the tunnel did not
meet. His miseries were compounded as the British
government decided to levy a hefty fine on the Colonel for profligacy of public property and wealth. It
was a double whammy for Colonel Barog as the
Government took umbrage and the staff became
hostile. In sheer despondency Colonel Barog
snuffed his life through the barrel of his gun.

Silken and pristine mountains, breathtaking lakes,
salubrious climate, and alluring greenery –
Simla offers on the platter all that a tourist pines
for. The breathtaking beauty of the city and the
places in the vicinity never cease to leave the traveller spellbound. There is this magical quality in air
which endears Simla to the visitors compelling
them to visit time and again.

●

●

●

On this picturesque path ply several trains including the Kalka-Simla Express, the Himalayan Queen,
and the Shivalik Queen Express. The journey is en-

There are around eighteen tourist spots which are
habitually visited by the sightseers. The more celebrated among them are the Summer Hills, the Indian Institute of Advanced Studies, Annandale,
Jakhoo Hill and Temple, Tara Devi Temple, Chail
(the Palace of Maharaja of Patiala), Gaiety Theatre
and the Viceregal Lodge. In summer or winter, a
stroll along Mall Road with a stop by for a cup of
hot coffee is a must do. Come winter and Kufri tops
the list of must-visits.
Though tourists throng the Queen of Hills by road,
rail and by air, the journey by rail through the thick
forest cover and clouds floating through the coaches has an old world charm with it which leaves an
ineffaceable impression on the febrile mind of the
tripper. Thus seize every opportunity to visit Simla
by rail for the amazing magical quality attached
with the rail journey.
“Trains are wonderful.... To travel by train is to
see nature and human beings, towns and churches
and rivers, in fact, to see life.”- Agatha Christie
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trAnsFormAtion oF soCietY in CAshLess environment: A CAse
For reGULAted CrYpto-CUrrenCies
By Dr. Kartik Hegadekatti, IRTS 2012

S

halmali is an Indian student who came to
the USA a few years ago to study. It was
with great difficulty that her father, a potato
farmer in India, took loan to send his daughter to
the US to study. Now, Shalmali has graduated and
joined a company as a marketing manager. Shalmali wants to send money to her father.
When her parents used to send her money from
the India, a good chunk of the money was gobbled
up by the Money Transfer Company and Banks as
remittance and transfer charges.
But now, she is standing on her own feet. She
knows that her father will need every rupee, as she
has two younger brothers who need to be educated
as well.

coin-like currencies (called crypto-currencies) will
change all that.
Blockchain technology is a proven, highly secure
decentralized digital currency system. A cryptocurrency (also called crypto-coin) is a medium of
exchange based on Blockchain Technology. By an
intricate (yet transparent) procedure, the bitcoin
network is able to transfer money with minimal
cost from one part of the world to another in very
less time (a few seconds to a few minutes depending on the amount). In the process, fresh bitcoins
are also 'minted'.
‘Bitcoin’ is a peer-to-peer based crypto--coin which
is not backed by any commodity and (unlike fiat
money) carries no sovereign guarantee whatsoever.

But how?
Can the middlemen and the agents be bypassed?
Can the full amount be sent to Shalmali's parents so
that her father can pay off the loans and educate
her brothers?
Is there a solution to Shalmali's conundrum?
Money Systems
The world is shifting to a cashless economy very
quickly. However just as earlier, a centralized banking system takes its cuts and commissions (to the
tune of $400 Billion every year!) yet. New techniques of money transfer and schemes are now in
the markets which provide better avenues for investment vis-a-vis present day money systems. The
present-day money system is a centralized paperbased money system. It is rapidly transforming into
a centralized digital money system. But any centralized digital system is a security risk. It can be
hacked and precious financial data can be tampered
with. Then, the fate of a nation will depend on a few
clicks on a hacker's computer. But Bitcoin and Bit

Role of Banks in the Current Landscape
A bank, as we all know is a financial institution that
accepts deposits from the public and creates credit.
One of the important ways by which banks help
create money is through the Fractional Reserve
Banking system, a book-keeping technique that
banks use to create additional money in the system.
The Central Banks tightly control this creation of
money by several direct and indirect regulations.
Banks fulfill several other functions too. One crucial
function of banks is that of a verifier. A transaction
done through a bank is also supervised, verified and
recorded by that bank. Payment services with verified authentication and confirmation is done by
banks. So banks act as a Trusted Third Party (TTP)
between the transactor and the transacted. Basically, the TTP certifies that the transaction is authentic. There is an inbuilt transaction cost, deducted by
the banks for their service as a TTP and verifier.
The most vital role of a bank now-a-days is to act as
a Trusted Third Party (TTP). Banks act as TTPs for
settlements, loan lending, project financing, issuing
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of banknotes (printed by Central Banks), credit
mediation and creating money (through the Fractional Reserve Banking).
Commerce is based on transactions. To conduct a
transaction, there needs to be a supervisor, trusted
by both the transacting parties. Banks have evolved
to fulfill this role of a Trusted Third Party.
Pitfalls of Unregulated Crypto-coins (like
Bitcoin)
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Lending money without supervision or control becomes very easy. But so will cheating. People may
lose their lifetime savings to unscrupulous elements
with doubtful credentials. In such a situation, the
data of Credit–Rating Agencies is likely to be manipulated. Cartelization and insider trading could go
on unabated. This system would quickly deteriorate
to a point where nobody can trust anybody.
RSBCs as a better alternative

Bitcoin is unregulated. RSBCs are regulated. ReguImagine Bitcoin as a globally accepted digital curlated and Sovereign Backed Crypto-currencies
rency. Its usage needs no intermediaries. As such,
(RSBC), on the other hand are government backed
banks will be completely bypassed. Loans and
crypto--currencies akin to paper currency, but in
mortgages will become personal and customized.
digital form. Simply put, RSBCs are Government
Anyone willing to loan will become
Bitcoins. RSBCs are completely ma
a money lender. People would no
naged by the Sovereign Authority
longer have to keep money in banks
the Government on its own
In case of Unregulated i.e.
(or prefer to keep) as there would be
Blockchain. This system is based on
a competitive market for interest
Crypto--coins like Bitthe K-Y Protocol. The K-Y Protocol
rates throughout the world. For incoin, FRB would be to- is a set of rules and instructions to
stance, Joe can lend his money to
implement the Regulated and SoveKate at 10% interest rate, wherein
tally eliminated. Govreign Backed Crypto-currency
his banks provide only 5% on sav(RSBC) system.
ernments would no
ings. Kate, on the other hand will
get money at 10% (from Joe) interConsider a cashless society where,
longer have control
est rate instead of 14-18% interest
RSBCs rather than bitcoins would
over money supply.
rate loans offered by banks. Thus,
be the norm. Along with sovereign
Kate would rather take a loan from
backing, there would be a regulated

Joe than from the banks. And Joe
market. Banks can then act as a
would lend to Kate, rather than
Trusted Fourth Party (TFP) instead
keep it in the bank as a deposit.
of a TTP (which will be the network
itself). They can underwrite or guarIn the age of Bitcoin, credit–
antee credit– worthiness of investors, money lendworthiness is going to be an important issue. In a
ers and loan takers. They would be regulators and
scenario where Bitcoin becomes a major currency
insurers merged into one.
of exchange, each individual would need to have a
What about Fractional Reserve Banking
credit–rating. Credit–rating agencies will then start
(FRB) in case of RSBCs?
to take centre stage. The banking system could all
but be extinguished. Probably banks could take
FRB's role in the money supply would be greatly
over new roles for themselves, as credit–rating
diminished in case of RSBCs. In case of Unreguagencies. A few banks may successfully transform
lated Crypto--coins like Bitcoin, FRB would be tointo Credit-Rating Agencies whereas others may
tally eliminated. Governments would no longer
have to bite the dust. It is therefore important to
have control over money supply. In fact, money
realize that Bitcoin–like currencies (unregulated
supply would be decided by market forces. This
ones) are heavily disruptive.
provides a fertile ground for manipulation by cartels and interest groups.
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Bitcoin has a 21 million cap on its production. Thus,
it has a constricted money supply regime. This
would lead to a deflationary spiral. This is detrimental to the world economy as a whole.
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On the other hand RSBCs are equally disruptive.
But their disruptive power can be controlled. The
role of FRB in money supply would be greatly reduced. However banks would still have an important role in the economy as a Trusted Fourth Party
In case of RSBCs, governments would have control
(TFP). The economy, as usual
over the money supply. The role of
would continue on an expansioFRB would indeed be greatly reBitcoin has a 21 million cap
nary trajectory. Thus a governduced. Banks could still use FRB
ment controlled Crypto-on its production. Thus, it has
to increase money supply. The
currency is better than an unrea constricted money supply
money supply could be more
gulated one.
closely controlled by Central
regime. This would lead to a
A Look into the future
Banks than it is now. A built–in
deflationary spiral. This is deinflation rate would ensure
Nations today bear a high cost
trimental to the world econothat a constant inflationary situto
run a paper currency based
my as a whole.
ation is maintained. Economic execonomy due to substantial cost
pansion is thus ensured. Banks
of effort, resources, time, mainlend money not only to private
taining and operating paper money infrastructure,
borrowers but also to governments.
high fees for cash withdrawals, moving and managBut in a cashless Blockchain society, Governments
ing cost of paper money.
would be able to borrow from the people directly at
Imagine all the money saved by shifting to a cashcompetitive rates. Banks would still exist as TFPs,
less economy. It is estimated that India alone - a $2
albeit in a more sophisticated role. One can thus see
Trillion economy now- could save close to $70 Bilthat Bitcoin–like currencies are heavily disruptive.
lion by 2025 if it shifts to a cashless economy. The
They have the potential to destroy FRB, eliminate
savings world-wide by introduction of RSBCs would
banks, resulting in a deflationary economic outlook.
be enormous, probably running into hundreds of
The final result would be that the total amount of
billions of dollars by 2025. All these savings could
trust in the system will go down. And an untrustbe utilized for poverty alleviation or managing the
worthy economic system is not good for business or
ill-effects of climate change.
individual growth.
The time for a cashless society based on Blockchain
The role of government as the sole issuer of currentechnology has come. Digitization is just the first
cy would also be side-lined. This is akin to a govstep.
ernment surrendering its sovereign authority to the
network. The problem is that if the network goes
down, the economy goes down with it.
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the rAiLWAY mUseUm hUBLi
By Aneesh Hegde, IRTS 2012

Memories of a railroad era, bygone,
Nearly seven score years ago
Stories carried on the wheels,
With the coal and grain to go

A saga of the rail,
Now and again told
The charm of this tale,
Never growing old

Of modernity and mystery,
A kaleidoscopic visage:
An ensemble of hope and history,
A treasured, eclectic heritage

The railfan’s fervor: in full galore
In silent splendor, the glories of yore
In this humble house, come awake
A radiant reminiscence evokes.

PS: The ‘seven score’ years refers to the decade of 1880s when the HQ of Southern Mahratta Railway Company was formed at Dharwad. In a historical sense, the SMR was the precursor to the
modern SWR. Some of the oldest lines of SWR were laid during the SMR era (Mormugao Port to
Beswada, now Vijayawada, Gadag to Hotgi etc.)
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hUBert h. hUmphreY FeLLoWship proGrAm
Ms Neenu Ittyerah in an interview with Shri Abhinav Siddharth

M

s Neenu Ittyerah, Principal Chief
Operations Manager (PCOM) of
Southern Railway on Sunday. She is
the first woman officer to occupy the post in the
zonal railway. Ms Neenu belongs to 1988 batch

of Indian Railway Traffic Service (IRTS). She had
received the Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship
which is Fulbright Program. In her interview with
Shri Abhinav Siddharth, officer of IRTS 2014
batch, she shares insights about the fellowship.

Abhinav: How and why did you apply for
the Hubert Humphrey Fellowship?

wanted to come back to their own organizations,
after doing the fellowship. That suited me fine, because I intended to come back to the Railway.

Ms Neenu: I heard about the Hubert Humphrey
Fellowship from the newspaper. The USEFI in
Chennai was holding, something that could be described as a promotional press meet, that was also
open to the public, and I decided to attend. I learnt
here, that this was one of the Fulbright Fellowships.
I was interested, straight away because the HHH
was meant for mid career professionals, who

Reading up about it also brought out the fact that
this 10 month programme had both classroom sessions as well as work experience in the form of internships. That was very appealing to me.
Tell us a little bit about the application
process.
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The process for applying was simple and the work
to be done by the applicant was considerable and
that was the first lesson learnt; make it simple for
anyone who needs to deal with you professionally.
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an intern with the IFC, where I had to do some
work in Nairobi.
The third was a chance to see how other organizations worked. This too was during my work as an
intern with the NJTPA or the New Jersey Transportation Planning Authority, where I got a brief
glimpse of the involvement of the State in the running of private railroads among other things.

In applying, one had to be clear about what was being offered by different Universities in the United
States, and what you wanted to learn about and after considerable due diligence I decided on Urban
Transport and Transport planning. The selection
Were you able to apply any of what you
process was in two stages, the first involving an aslearnt or experienced back in the Railways?
sessment of your statement of purpose followed by
an interview by a 8 or 10 member
Yes, for one, I understood that
committee of the USEFI. The
there is more than one way of
During my work as an
second is the assessment of a
doing a job; I understood that
second statement of purpose,
there will always be multiple
intern with the NJTPA
which would now be looked at by
stakeholders in any policy decithe Board of the Fulbright founsion. More specifically, I could see
or the New Jersey
dation, stationed in Washington
how the planning stage of any inDC.
frastructure project, needs the
Transportation Plangreatest attention.
Once you were shortlisted and
ning Authority, I got a
then selected, the Fulbright
On a personal level, it taught me
Foundation then placed you in
never to stop learning, never to
brief glimpse of the inone of the Universities, which had
hesitate in asking a question, and
been selected that year for this
that nothing happens without
volvement of the State
programme ( Many universities
working hard.
apply for it and only some are
in the running of priWould you recommend this
chosen each year)
fellowship to your juniors?
vate railroads among
What is your take away
Yes absolutely. In my opinion any
from that experience?
programme that involves both
other things.
There are many, but I’ll talk about
class room sessions and work exthose that I value the most. The
perience, is excellent. Many of us
first is access to one of the most astounding acaforget to read, and we forget to write, and more imdemic resources available to students in the Uniportantly we forget how to listen. This gives you a
versity portion of the training. This was in the form
chance to do all three. I also believe that class
of access to the best libraries, seminars, talks and
rooms are far less stressful when you are older, and
discussion sessions and a world class faculty.
one really enjoys being taught. Last but not the
least, are the friends you make, and the time you
The second is exposure to diverse cultures. This
spend with people from different parts of the world.
was in the form of other Humphrey Fellows who
That experience in itself, is invaluable.
had come from different parts of the world, as well
as working as an intern. The latter was my stint as
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CAreer in rAiLWAY CLAims triBUnAL
Ms Suhas Kumar in an interview with Dr Jivisha Joshi

M

s. Suhas Kumar, an IRTS officer of
1979 Batch in her interview with Dr.
Jivisha Joshi (IRTS, 2012) shares
her experience and insights of tenure as Member
Technical in RCT, Lucknow.

was a different learning experience! It was a fascinating experience to learn about court procedures.

Dr. Jivisha: What is the job of Member
Technical?

The JAG posts in RCT are those of Additional Registrar and Presenting Officer. The Additional Registrar assists the Bench in registering cases and seeing that they are filed as per procedure outlined in
the RCT Act
● ● ●
1987.

Ms Suhas: There are twenty benches of Railway
Claims Tribunal. Each bench comprises of Member
Technical and Member Judicial to provide their
combined experience of their respective departments for deciding the case. Member Technical's
post is at present open for IRTS and IRAS fraternity. For the purposes of the RCT the Members have
the same powers as vested with a civil court.
The cases that come up before the RCT comprise of
Commercial matters regarding carriage of goods
under section 62 and accidents under 124A of the
Railway Act. The Member Technical is supposed to
have expert knowledge regarding the commercial
working and the passenger business aspect of the
Railways.
The bench sits for hearing cases filed by the clients.
Arguments from both sides - client and Railwaysare heard through their lawyers and the case decided by the Bench.
After holding so many portfolios in the
Railways what are your views on this one?
I have enjoyed working in the Railways at each and
every post. There are so many things to learn, see
and experience! One meets so many people with
different ideas, every railway zone has its own
working ethos, and it’s good to know about different things. This post was no different. I had never
worked in Claims department in the railways, but of
course was familiar with the Commercial rules and
procedures therefore it was not a problem working
in RCT. One had to learn how to deal with the lawyers, who could be vociferous and disruptive, that

What are the opportunities for junior officers in RCT? Should one aim for any post in
their JAG?

The PO
represents
the Railways and
liaisons
with the
concerned
railways in
informing
them of the
cases filed,
see that the
● ● ●
replies are
received
from the Railways in time, ensures that the railway
advocates are present and represent the case properly. Both the officers also have their respective
administrative duties to perform for the smooth
running of the Bench. Both the posts can be a good
learning experience.

One had to learn how to
deal with the lawyers,
who could be vociferous
and disruptive, that was a
different learning experience!

Can a law degree be helpful in this portfolio?
A law degree is not a must. In most cases I found
that knowledge of Railway rules and procedures is
more important and common sense and a right attitude towards the job is more conducive for a feeling
of satisfaction that comes from doing a job well.
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AsiA institUte oF trAnsport deveLopment

P

erched deep inside Dwarka, a sprawling suburb to the western flank of New Delhi’s airport, lies a pristine white two-storey building. The innocuous board outside the gate identifies
it as “ASIA Bhawan”. The signboard on a neighboring vacant plot of land mentions “Election Commission of India”. The façade belies what lies beyond –
a sprawling 9-acre campus which houses the headquarters of the Asian Institute of Transport Development (AITD). Their famous tenant, the National
High Speed Rail Corporation, popularly known as
the bullet-train corporation also operates from the
campus.

Behind the brick-mortar buildings, lush greenlawns, well-manicured shrubs interspersed with
fruit-bearing trees are the efforts of the iconic Shri.
K. L. Thapar, IRTS1955 who founded AITD. A need
for a unified transport institute was long-felt in the
corridors of power in the Planning Commission,
way back in the 1980s. However, it required the vision and untiring efforts of Shri Thapar, who after
retiring from active service in 1990, to realize the
dream. From its humble beginnings from the balcony of the founder’s residence to a full-fledged
campus in Dwarka, the journey of AITD has been
remarkable.
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The first major
ajor breakthrough came in the late 90’s
when the then Finance Minister Shri Yashwant
Sinha, who having served as joint-secretary
secretary in the
Ministry of Surface Transport, understood the need
to have a dedicated institute to research on tran
transport and logistics,, without the barriers of various
modes around which the ministries are organized
in the Government of India. The rise of AITD has
attracted the attention of even the United Nations,
who recognized the institute as Special Consultant,
the first institute to
o receive such a status in the ene
tire south/south-east Asia.
AITD’s Founder and Chairman, Shri K.L. Thapar,
started his career in IRTS as Assistant Operating
Superintendent in Asansol division under an AngloAnglo
Indian Divisional Operating Superintendent Shri
Sh
P.W. Impett, who magnanimously hosted him at his
own residence for a month. He could only return
the favor through the drinks he shared with his
boss and a close-friend.
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Shri Thapar was also instrumental in conceptualizconceptuali
ing the Passenger Reservation System,
System seeds for
which were sown during the times of the legendary
lege
Chairman, Railway Board Sri .M.K. Gujral. He rose
to the post of Advisor, Planning Commission under
the Deputy Chairman Shri Manmohan Singh, the
former Prime Minister of India. His tryst with the
th
Information Technology revolution in Indian RailRai
ways followed him to the planning commission with
the sanction
ion of a pilot roll out of the Freight Operations Information System in two zones.

se
Looking to the future, AITD has set its eyes on setistics Institute in the campus with a
ting up a Logistics
modal transport. IRTS association
focus on multi-modal
wishes AITD the very best in its future endeavors.
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AneCdotes: BUried BUt treAsUred
By Shri G. K. Kanchan IRTS 1962

A

s a probationer, I had the foggiest idea of the
members of the Railway Board. My first exposure was when I was under training with
the DME in the LKO division. One day he told me
that he would be very busy on the next day .When I
asked him the reason, he told me that the grandfather would be coming. I had the temerity to enquire
about this grandfather. He stated that the Member
(Mechanical) was coming. In 1963 the senior scale
officers showed a grandfatherly affection for the
members, perhaps.
Shri Khandelwal (blessed be his soul) as CRB came
to ALD division. I was posted as AOS /TDL and attended the meeting of the branch officers. After the
introduction of the branch officers, he asked the DS
as to whether the post of AOS/TDL was still in existence I was later told that he had worked as Supdt.
(TT) in ALD Division. Being apprised that it did, he
asked as to who was manning the post. I stood up
and suffered his piercing gaze in uneasy silence not
knowing what further was in store. Anyway, I survived.

He was to run the INDIAN
RAILWAYS on his behalf and he
would discuss the operating position only once a week
My familiarity with him developed under fortuitous
circumstances. I have the privilege of having an illustrious co-brother-in-law, Shri Pratap Narain,
who lost his wife at a very young age under the
most unfortunate circumstances. My wife and I
joined him to support his children with the express
approval of the BD. I came in contact with several
CRB’S because they liked him. Khandelwal visited
us a few times and invited us to his parties, which
he used to host as the Country Head/Regional Director of HOESCHT. He recounted the following
anecdotes.
1. Sh K.B.Mathur (RIP) was CRB and the ministry
functioned from the North Block. One day the CRB
called him and told him that he was posting him as

JT. DIR.Traffic (now AMT). He further, stipulated
three conditions.
a) He was to run the Indian Railways on his behalf
and he would discuss the operating position only
once a week.
b) If anything went wrong and his intervention was
required, Khandelwal was to be the first person to
tell him. If he found it from any other source, he
would be sacked. However, Khandelwal recounted
that if he went to the CRB to report something being amiss, he just picked the phone and desired to
speak to the GM and there was an earthquake on
that system. His words: ZALZALA.
c) He survived the tenure. CRB called him again
and told him that he had acquitted himself well and
he was being posted as DS ASANSOL. “Go and
prove yourself “, was the admonition.
2. He became CRB when Shri Ram Subhag Singh
(RIP) was the Minister. He took some papers for
discussion and found the SA sitting in the chamber.
The Minister asked him to take a seat. He did not
but rolled his eyes from the Minister to the SA. After some uneasiness, the Minister realized and
asked the SA to leave. Then, he told the Minister
that the confidences he could share with the Minister cannot be shared with his SA. Afterwards,
whenever he went to the Minister, his SA made his
presence scarce.
2.(s) Shri Hanumanthaiya (RIP ) succeeded
Shri Singh as the Minister. A serious accident took
place. The minister wanted to sack the GM. He
called a meeting of the Board members and decided
that the Board would resign, if the Minister persisted, which was agreed. However, he had to go to
Paris for an UIC meeting. He called another meeting of the Board and expressed a desire to cancel
his visit. Shri Gangoli, MS (RIP) suggested that he
should leave his resignation letter with him and if
the Minister persisted, all the resignation letters
would be submitted. He left his resignation letter
with Gangoli and went to Paris. He received a call
from him in Paris informing him that the Minister
had climbed down and now wanted the GM to
be transferred. He mulled over it for some time
and then gave the go-ahead for the transfer
of the GM.
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3.0 A few days before his retirement, he took a file
of appointments to the Minister. The Minister
stated that as he was retiring in a few days, his successor should look at the file. He told the Minister
that as long as he was CRB, he continued to remain
the Principal Adviser and his successor had no role.
He was asked to leave the file. After a few minutes,
his successor Gangoli opened the door of his chamber and told him that the Minister called him and
wanted to show the list of appointments being proposed. Gangoli told him that I have told the Minister:”If Khandelwal has made it ,it must be right .”
I had a stint in the EB directorate and Shri Bhalla
(RIP) (I.R.A.S.) was the Director. He was a God fearing, upright person, who exemplified all the virtues that distinguish a gentleman .He, reminded me
of Cardinal Newman’s treatise: The Idea of a UNIVERSITY. He shared a few anecdotes;
1. He joined DG&SD before being selected for
IRAS. His boss was an Englishman. He was asked
to go to Jullunder for inspecting a consignment .
When he arrived at the station, the contractor was
present to receive him with a tonga etc. He refused
the hospitality. He freshened in a Dharamshala (my
best recollection), went to inspect the consignment
and rejected it as it did not match the specifications. He reported the rejection to his boss who told
him that he had already taken money for approval
Sh Bhalla recounted this incident to indicate as to
how honest dishonest Englishmen could be .He resigned.
2.Shri Mukherjee ( RIP )was FC ( His brother was
Air Marshal Mukherjee, who died being choked on
a fish bone, presumably) and he was functioning as
Jt. Director (budget/finance ) ,(now AMB ).Shri
Jagjiwan Ram ( RIP) was the Minster. He was in
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regular touch with the Minister for finalizing the
budget. In one meeting, the Minister made a snide
remark which the FC did not like. FC came back,
called him and told him that he would not see the
Minster without his prior approval. FC served a
written order. No sooner had he received the order
than the Minister summoned him .He went to FC
and was asked to go home. The next morning he



His boss was an Englishman. He was
asked to go to Jullunder for inspecting a consignment. When he arrived
at the station, the contractor was
present to receive him with a tonga
etc. He refused the hospitality.


was again summoned by the Minister. He went to
FC and told him that the Minister had desired his
immediate presence. FC told him to sit on the sofa
in his chamber and read the magazines.
After a few minutes, FC rang the Minster on the intercom .and told him that Bhalla was not available
but as his FC he was. The Minister, soon after,
opened the chamber of the FC, saw him sitting on
the sofa, and told FC that he was sorry. FC then revoked the order prohibiting him from seeing the
Minister.
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QUiz time
By Shri Anirudh Pamar, IRTS 2014
1. "Modern industry, resulting from the railway system, will dissolve the hereditary divisions of labor,
upon which rest the Indian castes, those decisive
impediments to Indian progress and Indian power", was said by
a) Karl Marx
b) Lord Dalhousie
c) M.K. Gandhi

4. The line was born out of an emergency during
the Great Indian Famine of 1876-1878, when the
Bengal-Nagpur Railway announced its construction, later known as Satpura Railway network, to
save the lives of people dying of hunger in the remote and inaccessible parts of central India, which
among the following is the route?
a) Korba to Bilaspur

d) Jawaharlal Nehru

b) Rupsa to Haripada
c) Nagpur to Nagbhid

2. A.H. Wheeler & Co. Pvt. Ltd. Indian
chain of bookstores was originally
founded by Emile Moreau, is a:
a) English buisnessman
b) French businessman
c) Italian businessman
d) Anglo-Indian businessman

d) Bara Jamda to Tatanagar.

5. In 1905, a new time standard
Indian Standard Time, set by
the longitude through the Allahabad Observatory — GMT +5
hours 30 minutes — was effected, until then the Great Indian Peninsular Railway followed which timing:

DO YOU
KNOW?

3. "The History of Railway
Thieves", is a classic work of colonial
ethnography, appeared as a monograph in
a series on “The Criminal Tribes of India”, it establishes that the railway thieves are hereditary criminals, who follow “no other occupation that of crime
for a livelihood”, it was written by:

a) Greenwich Mean Time
b) Bombay Time (GMT + 4 hours 51 minutes)
c) Madras Time (GMT +5 hours 21 minutes)
d) Port Signal Time (GMT +5 hours)

a) Sheikh Khan Mahmud
b) Alexander Dow
c) M. Pauparao Naidu
d) Sir Henry Sumner Maine

Answers:
1. a

2.b

3.c

4.c 5. c
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भारतीय रे ल का सफर
By Shri Shailendra Kapil, IRTS 1987

अनुभव भरी याद सता रही ह,

संसाधन के उपयोग को

रह रह कर के याद आ रही ह,

उदाहरणीय बना पाये ह,

हम माटी क सौगंध, खा

िश पी रहे ह हम, अपने िश प को नह समझा पाये
ह,

रही ह,
अब कस तरह,बच जाये,
अि त व,कराह रही ह....।
िश ण हो,या िश ण हो,
योगशाला हो,या फ ड
िनरी ण हो,
घटना हो या फर भयंकर
दुघटना हो,
अनुर ण हो,सव ण हो,या फर मागदशन हो...
रोज़ साि यक संग पुरजोर ल य पाये ह,
समय संग दौढकर हम,
समय क क मत समझ
पाये ह,

रे ल म रहकर सभी कु छ
सीखा समझा है,
हर हाल म,बेहतर करना,
ही हम पडता है,
दन रात भी एक करना
पडता है,
आदत हो गयी है,अब तो
हम खेल सा लगता है।
सादर।
शैल .....।।
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KodAChrome
By Shri S Umesh, IRTS 2014
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